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"...the initiate is warned not to believe 
just everything written about SGML. 
Short articles in the trade journals are 
notably inaccurate."1 

Thus warned, we embark on a 
short article in a Society journal 

about Standard Generalized Markup 
Language (SGML). Although you 
may have never heard of it, SGML is 
an integral part of your professional 
life. It's used to print and archive 
OSA's and other AIP journals; many 
government and academic organiza
tions use it to disseminate and 
archive documents. One SGML ap
plication, hypertext markup lan
guage (HTML), underlies most of 
the Web pages you view. 

The advantages of SGML are well 
known to former OSA staff member 
Frank E. Harris, who compiled the 
yearly OSA Optics Index CD-ROM 
of all OSA publications. The Optics 
Index CD-ROM spans more than 80 
years, and was initially compiled 
from electronic and printed docu
ments in a variety of formats and 
media. If the documents remained 
in their original form, the task of 
updating the Index each year would 
be daunting. However, the informa
tion has been converted to SGML 
and, as we shall see, this allows au
tomation of the indexing. SGML 
conversion took some effort, neces
sitating the hiring of aging pro
grammers with their memories of 
obsolete, undocumented formats, 
dating from the early years of the 
Information Age. However, SGML 

appears to be a standard that will 
last, so the documents will not have 
to be converted again in the foresee
able future. 

Even if SGML becomes obsolete, 
its use in the documents will simplify 
the task of future archivists. This is a 
result of SGML documents contain
ing "markup" (i.e., embedded) "tags" 
that describe content. The tags are 
used in OSA documents to label and 
define elements such as titles, au
thors, abstracts, and references. They 
appear in English. Therefore, future 
archivists, distributors, and users of 
the documents can easily write rou
tines to identify and separate those 
tagged elements that are of interest to 
them when, for instance, compiling 
an index. The traditional printed 
page imparts such information im
plicitly to a reader through the use of 
bold and italic text, white space, 
headings, etc. This labeling, however, 
is not necessarily unique. In the 
printed version of Optics Letters, the 
title, author names, reference head
ing, and volume numbers all use a 
bold font. Implementing machine-
based activities such as author 
searches, online delivery to unknown 
system configurations, or conversion 
to Braille are simplified if the various 
elements of the article are easily iden
tified by tags such as <author>, 
<abstract>, or <list>. This is the role 
played by the "markup language" 
property of SGML. 

SGML would not be widely useful 
if it only provided the means to tag 
documents. Here the "G" for "gener
alized" comes to the rescue. The 
SGML standard does not specify a set 
of tags to use, but rather provides a 
general method for specifying tags 
and rules for their use. This specifica
tion occurs in the beginning of the 
document in a section called the 
DTD (document type declarations or 

document type definition). Usually 
some standard DTD is used and it's 
incorporated into the document by 
reference. For example, HTML, used 
on the Web, is an SGML application. 
Its D T D is not declared anew in 
every HTML document, but is rather 
defined by a standards organization. 
It is that standard that is referenced 
in the DTD portion of the H T M L 
document. DTDs provide tremen
dous flexibility, allowing SGML de
scriptions of vastly different docu
ments. For instance, a DTD designed 
for music might have tags for tempo, 
frequency, measures, key, codas, and 
the like, but will not include tags re
lating to math and science symbols. 
The opposite will be true for the 
DTD found in OSA documents. 

You can view an SGML document 
if you have access to an Internet 
browser such as Mosaic, Netscape 
Navigator, or Internet Explorer. Go 
to the Web Design Group (www. 
htmlhelp.org) and view the source. 
This is usually accomplished by click
ing "View," then "Page Source" or 
"Source." A screen will open that 
contains the S G M L / H T M L docu
ment that generates the Web page. 
The first line 

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C// 

DTD HTML 4 .0 TRANSITIONAL//EN"> 

declares the DTD to be the HTML 
4.0 standard. This standard defines 
the meaning of tags used in the rest 
of the document. For instance, the 
fourth line of the document 

< T I T L E > H T M L H E L P BY T H E WEB 

DESIGN GROUP</TITLE> 

contains a "start title" tag, the title, 
and then an "end title" tag, thus al
lowing any user application to easily 
determine the title of the document. 
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You can see that the document con
tains many tags having the format: 
<TAG>. 

SGML is a widely adopted and 
useful method for storing and dis
tributing a large variety of docu
ments. A vast amount of informa
tion is available on the Web, should 
you wish to learn more about SGML. 
The author of the warning quoted at 
the beginning of this article contin
ues on a more positive note, recom
mending "A gentle introduction to 
SGML"2 as an accurate source. Both 
references are good places to start a 
quest for more information. 
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Reciprocity in 
Classical Linear 

Optics 
BY MASUD MANSURIPUR 

A recent informal survey of some 
optical science colleagues and 

students revealed that the notion of 
reciprocity in optics is not widely ap
preciated. One colleague even justi
fied the prevailing ignorance by 
drawing a parallel between reciproci
ty in optics and the correspondence 
principle in quantum mechanics: 
"Both are true statements, which 

have little, if any, practical value in 
their respective domains." This col
umn is an attempt at explaining the 
concept of reciprocity, clarifying 
some associated misconceptions, and 
pointing out its practical applications. 

Non-reciprocity of Faraday rotators 
No one disputes that a Faraday rota
tor is a non-reciprocal element. The 
usual argument goes as follows: Let a 
linearly polarized beam of light be 
fully transmitted through a polariz
ing beamsplitter before being direct
ed through a 45° Faraday rotator (see 
Fig. 1). If the beam is reflected back 
(by an ordinary mirror, for example), 
it retraces its path through the rota
tor and emerges with its polarization 
vector rotated a full 90°. At the polar
izing beamsplitter, therefore, the re
turning beam will be deflected away 
from its original path. (This, in fact, 
is a well-known method of isolating 
laser diodes from spurious reflec
tions within a given system.) Since 
the reflected light does not return on 
its original path, and since the polar
izing beamsplitter is believed to be 
reciprocal, the argument is taken as 
proof of non-reciprocity of the Fara
day rotator. 

Although it is true that Faraday 
rotators are non-reciprocal, there is a 
flaw in the above argument, which 
will become clear upon inspection of 
the system in Figure 2. In this sys
tem, which is similar to that of Fig
ure 1, the Faraday rotator is replaced 
with a quarter-wave plate. The fast 
and slow axes of the plate are orient
ed at 45° to the direction of incident 
polarization, so that the light emerg
ing from the plate in the forward 
path is circularly polarized. (The sys
tem of Figure 2 is used in some opti
cal disk drives and commerical inter
ferometers for the purpose of 
separating the reflected beam from 

the incident beam, as well as isolat
ing the light source.) Although the 
Figure 2 system behaves very much 
like that of Figure 1, no one claims 
that a quarter-wave plate is non-reci
procal. This seeming paradox can be 
resolved after a careful examination 
of the concept of reciprocity, to 
which we now turn. 

Is a polarizer reciprocal? 
Consider the simple linear polarizer 
shown in Figure 3. A 
collimated beam of 
light entering from the 
left side emerges from 
the polarizer linearly 
polarized along the 
transmission axis. The 
polarization state of the 
incident beam may be 
decomposed into two 
linear components, one 
parallel and one per
pendicular to the trans
mission axis. Assuming 
an ideal polarizer, the 
entire parallel compo-

Figure 1. A Faraday rotator as used in an optical isolator. The 
incident p-polarized beam, having undergone two consecutive 45° 
rotations in forward and backward paths through the rotator, 
becomes s-polarized, enabling the polarizing beamsplitter to divert 
it away from its original direction. 

Figure 2. The quarter-wave plate as used in this system helps to 
separate the reflected beam from the incident beam. The key 
contribution is made by the (conventional) mirror, which converts 
the incident right circularly polarized beam into left circularly 
polarized upon reflection. 

Figure 3. An ideal polarizer has a 
well-defined transmission axis. The 
component of the incident beam 
that is polarized along the transmis
sion axis goes through, while the 
component perpendicular to this 
axis is fully absorbed within the 
polarizer. 
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